
India has 60.45% of land under agriculture with majority 
of the population (~58%) involved in agricultural activities (Gallego 
et al. 2008). Agriculture contributes to 15.96% of Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), therefore agricultural management is key in India 
(Gallego et al. 2008). In India, sugarcane is an important commercial 
crop. The Indian sugar industry, most of it from sugarcane, has a 
contribution to the national GDP at 1.1%, even though it is grown 
only in 2.57% of the grossed crop area, and is also supporting more 
than 550 sugar mills (Solomon 2016).  The livelihood of more 
than 40 million sugarcane farmers, constituting 7.5% of the rural 
population is dependent on the sugarcane production (Nandhini and 
Padmavathy 2017). Sugarcane farming in India has been important 
not only for the economy of the country but also served as an alternate 
source of fuel. Sugarcane is projected as the crop for the future as 
it contributes to the production of the renewable source of green 
energy in the form of bioelectricity, bioethanol and many bio-based 
products (Solomon 2016; Malik et al. 2019). Thus, it is important 
for the farmer to monitor the sugarcane crop throughout the growing 
period, to have a good return on investment as expenditure in the 
3-year time period is high. With such high interest and benefits
from sugarcane production, sugarcane crop mapping with open
source data is of utmost importance. Various remote sensing derived 

indices have been used for crop identification, condition and yield 
estimation (Prabhakar et al. 2019; Anil Kumar et al. 2022).  

In this study, the primary objective is to investigate the 
potential of Google Earth Engine cloud platform capabilities for 
identifying the village level sugarcane area in the selected study 
area in Maharashtra. Secondary objectives include assessment of 
the efficiency of GEE in mapping sugarcane area, to assess the 
efficiency of different ML and AI models in estimating sugarcane 
crop area and to assess differences, if any, in using different satellite 
imagery data. The results of this study specifically aims to answer 
the following research questions: 

(1) Does cloud computing based remote sensing platform, using
satellite images, have the potential for mapping sugarcane at
village level in India?

(2) Which satellite images (Sentinel-2 or Landsat 8) is more
efficient in mapping the sugarcane at village level in India?

(3) Which machine learning algorithm is more accurate in mapping 
the sugarcane in the study area?
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ABSTRACT 

Village level identification of sugarcane in Sangali, Maharashtra using open source data
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Agriculture and crop monitoring are very important for an agrarian country like India. This study is done in June Khed village in the Sangli district of Maharashtra, 
India to assessing the efficiency of an open source cloud-based remote sensing platform Google Earth Engine (GEE), in the village-scale identification of 
sugarcane. The ground-truth data was collected and the efficiency of Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 satellite data was assessed in driving GEE’s inbuilt Machine 
Learning classifiers: Classification and Regression Tree (CART), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF). Results were validated with the 
ground truth data and the official data. Of the methods used, SVM outperformed RF and CART with the lowest relative deviation (+9.2%), highest F1- score (0.8) 
and overall accuracy (78%), using the Sentinel-2 data. Results also indicated the in-situ use of observation data with high spatio-temporal resolution data. The 
validated model was then up-scaled for the Walwa Taluka level, to map sugarcane area that can be used for further agriculture tasks such as crop monitoring and 
yield prediction, leading to better management of crop and better formulating of sugarcane farmer policy. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study area

 The study village, June Khed is located at 17.0700 0N 
(Latitude), 74.3624 0E (Longitude), in Walwa Taluka, Urun Islampur, 
Sangli district, Maharashtra on the banks of Krishna River. The total 
area of the village is 452 ha including agriculture fields as well as 
the Gaonthan (residence area of the village). The study area is a part 
of the ’sugarcane belt’ of the state Maharashtra in India, which is 
known for high acreage of sugarcane crops.

Remote sensing data

 Open source and cloud free satellite images of Landsat 
8 and Sentinel – 2, for the study area, were downloaded from the 
GEE platform for the identification of the sugarcane crop. Different 
composites derived from Landsat – 8 imagery are available in 
GEE. In this study, Landsat 8, 8 – Day Top-of-Atmosphere (TOA) 
reflectance composites with 13 bands, 30 m spatial resolution 
and 15 days temporal resolution were used. An 8-day composite 
was selected over the 32 day composite to have better temporal 
resolution. Similarly, Sentinel – 2, multispectral instrument Level 
– 1C and Level – 2A images with 13 bands, with 10 meters spatial 
resolution and 5 days temporal resolution images were used for the 
analysis. 

In-situ sugarcane crop data collection

 In this study, Krishi Vibhag of the Walwa Taluka was 
visited where records of the agriculture related information of the 
villages constituting the Taluka is stored. For verifying/ground-
truthing satellite data, and to understand the cropping patterns and 
issues, a detailed social survey and field survey were conducted. 
The field-based ground-truths for the classification were collected 
in the second week of March, 2020 (Rabi season). Ground truths, 
for validating satellite data, were collected through an android 
application called SW (SoftWel) Maps, which is used for labelling 
the field/crop type as a respective class by surveying the field 
(Softwel 2020).

Crop classification

 The classification of the multi temporal satellite images 
was done as per pixel basis. A pixel is a fundamental unit of a 
satellite image and in pixel-based classification individual image 
pixels are analysed for the spectral information and each group 
of unique pixels is labelled as one class (Tsiligirides 1998). The 
methodology flowchart used in the study is shown in Fig.1.

Vegetation indices

 Six spectral bands, including blue, red, green, near infrared 
(NIR), shortwave infrared 1 (SWIR1) and shortwave infrared 2 
(SWIR2) were selected for the classification task. Additionally, 
three vegetation indices (VI) have been used namely, Normalised 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Enhanced Vegetation Index 
(EVI) and Land Surface Water Index (LSWI) were estimated as 
per (Tucker et al. 1985; Sellers et al. 1992; Arvor et al. 2011; Xia 
et al. 2002). In addition to these, percentile and mean values were 
calculated using GEE inbuilt methods, i.e. percentile composites and 
interval mean, to take advantage of the time series of images so that 
phenology aspect of the classes can be considered which will further 
improve the accuracy of classification (Hansen et al. 2013, Potapov 
et al. 2012). Classification and Regression tree (CART), Random 
Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers are used 
to process the result, further ground truth data and census data are 
used for assessing the accuracy of the results from classifiers. 

Classification using machine learning models

 CART, RF and SVM classifiers, inbuilt in the GEE, were 
employed to identify sugarcane, grapes, wheat, water, urban, forest, 
barren and groundnut. These classification algorithms are first 
analysed and then used for the classification of the multi-temporal 
Landsat 8 TOA composites and Sentinel-2 images acquired from the 
GEE. 

 SVM is an approximate implementation of the method 
of structural risk minimisation (Fletcher 2000) and the quadratic 
programming (QP) problem is globally optimised. Classification 
and Regression Tree (CART) is a supervised machine learning 
algorithm is widely used for crop classification. Random Forest 

Fig. 1: Methodology for crop classification using cloud computing based methods
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(RF) is an ensemble of Decision Trees (DT) which overcomes 
one of the major shortcoming of the Decision Trees i.e. overfitting 
(Mathur and Foody 2008). 

Accuracy assessment

 Of the total sites, where ground-truth data were collected, 
20% were used as validation sites while the remaining were used for 
training the classifier. The GEE has inbuilt function ‘errorMatrix’ 
which calculates the ‘ConfusionMatrix’ to assess the accuracy of the 
classifier. Five accuracy metrics were calculated for comparing the 

results of classifiers. 

i.  Relative Deviation (RD): It is the percentage by which the model 
overestimated or underestimated the area of the sugarcane by 
the model. 

ii.  Overall Accuracy (OA): It is the proportion of validation sites 
that were mapped correctly by the model. 

iii.  Producer’s Accuracy (UA): It is defined as the ratio of the 
number of validation sites of a class classified accurately to the 
total number of the validation sites for the class. 

iv.  User’s Accuracy (UA): It is defined as the ratio of the number 
of validation sites of a class correctly classified to the number 
of sites classified as that class. 

v.  F1-score: It is the harmonic mean of UA and PA.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) 

 Results indicated spatial variations in NDVI results across 
the crop types and temporally depending on the growth period. Fig. 
2 shows the seasonal temporal variation of NDVI, used as an input 
band for preparing the classification map for sugarcane. It can be 
seen that during the mid-growth period (mid-November to late 
January) of the sugarcane (highlighted in the red box), the NDVI 
values of sugarcane (in light green) is different from that of the other 
crop types. Thus, with this spatiotemporal variation in NDVI, the 
sugarcane crop can be distinguished from the other crops (banana, 
grapes and wheat) and was used as a feature for classification in the 
further steps. 

Khed, India 

Enhanced vegetation index (EVI) 

 Since EVI is responsive to the canopy structural 
variations, while NDVI is chlorophyll sensitive, EVI results showed 
signatures of sugarcane that was used for classification. Fig.3 shows 
the temporal variation of EVI, used as an input band for preparing 
the crop classification. Results indicate that in the initial growth 
stage (early October to mid-December) of the crops (highlighted in 
the red box), the EVI value of sugarcane crops (in light green) can 
be easily distinguished from other crops. Thus EVI, as one of the 
features, was used for generating the classification map of the study 
area.

Land surface water index (LSWI)

 Results of the LSWI estimation, shown in Fig. 4, indicate 
temporal variation and hence were also used as an input band for 
preparing the classification map. It can be seen that during the mid-
growth period (mid-November to late January) of the sugarcane 
(highlighted in the red box), the LSWI values of sugarcane (in 
light green) is different from that of the other crop types. Thus, 
with this temporal variation in LSWI, the sugarcane crop can be 
distinguished from the other crops (banana, grapes and wheat) and 
used as a feature for classification.
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Fig. 2: Temporal variation in the NDVI values of the 4 crops in June
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Fig. 3: Temporal variation in the EVI values of the 4 crops in June 
Khed, India
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Fig. 4: Temporal variation in the LSWI values of the 4 crops in June 
Khed study area in Maharashtra, India
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Sugarcane crop area classification

 Using the VIs estimated from above (NDVI, EVI 
and LSWI) and the methodology discussed in Fig. 1, the crop 
classification was mapped using the three different algorithms 
(CART, RF and SVM) for two different datasets: Landsat-8 and 
Sentinel-2. 

Results on sugarcane classification using Landsat-8 indicate 
variations between classification algorithms (Table 1) with RF 
giving the highest area (296 ha), followed by SVM and CART with 
276 and 196 ha, respectively. On the other hand, the sugarcane area 
prediction using Sentinel-2 data also indicated variations between 
algorithms (Table 2), with RF giving the highest area (298 ha) 
followed by CART and SVM, with 271 and 267 ha, respectively. 
The sugarcane area estimation comparison between models and 
between the different satellites data are shown in Fig. 5, which 
clearly indicates spatial resolution differences, given that the 
Setinel-2 has a higher spatial resolution of 10m, compared to 30m of 
Landsat-8 data. However, due to the presence of variations in results 
obtained between algorithms and between the satellites data used, it 
was necessary to conduct an accuracy assessment. 

Accuracy assessments

 The total sugarcane cultivation area in the village June 
Khed (from Government sources and ground survey) is 245 ha, 
i.e.54% of the total village area. The difference between the 
estimated and the actual value of the sugarcane area from the 
Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 images is given in the Table 1 and Table 2, 
respectively.

 From the above Tables 1, it is evident that the SVM model 
had the least relative deviation % while driven by both satellite 
datasets, Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8, thus indicating that SVM 
performed well for this area. Also, of the two datasets, it was also 
evident that the Sentinel-2 driven SVM model was the best with 
least relative deviation of 9.2%. In addition to the relative deviation 
assessment, Table 2 shows the Overall Accuracy (OA), User’s 
Accuracy (UA), Producer’s Accuracy (PA), and F1-score calculated 
from the confusion matrix method for the three algorithms on 
Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 data.

 Similar to the relative deviation results, Table 2 
indicates that SVM model driven with Sentinel-2 data had the 

Table 1: Classification algorithm’s estimation accuracy for sugarcane crop area using Landsat- 8 and Sentinel-2 data

Classification Algorithm
Landsat- 8 Sentinel-2

Estimated area (ha) Relative deviation (%) Estimated area (ha) Relative deviation (%)

Classification and regression tree (CART) 196 -19% 271.73 +11%
Support vector machine (SVM) 276 +12% 267.59 +9.2%
Random forest (RF) 296 +21% 298.41 +21.8%
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Fig. 5: Crop classification map produced using Classification and Regression Tree (CART), Random Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) on Landsat 8 (top row) and Sentinel-2 (bottom row) satellite imagery for the study areas in Maharashtra
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best performance when compared against other models and data. 
The GEE based identification of the sugarcane crop is found to be 
reliable with an overall accuracy of 78% using Sentinel-2 satellite 
images with SVM classifier. The F1-score value is also found to 
be high (0.80) as compared to the previous studies (Roy et al. 
2014) in which the coarser resolution image (250 m) were used 
for large scale classification. The accuracy of Sentinel-2 satellite 
images based classification, from the current study at a 10m spatial 
resolution across a village, is found to be higher than Landsat-8 
based maps in majority of the cases. The major reason being higher 
spatial and temporal resolution of Sentinel-2 images (10 m, 5 days) 
as compared to Landsat 8 images (30 m, 15 days) and due to the 
presence of Multi Spectral Imager with higher number of bands in 
the red region of the spectrum. 

CONCLUSIONS

 This study focused on assessing the potential of open 
source cloud-based online remote sensing platform and Google 
Earth Engine in the identification of the sugarcane crop at the June 
Khed village in India. Various vegetation indices viz. NDVI, EVI 
and LSWI, different ML models (including SVM, RF and CART) 
driven by different satellite data (Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8) were 
used for sugarcane crop classification and comparisons were 
made between models, satellite and observation data. The overall 
accuracy and F1 - score of SVM driven by Sentinel-2 data, was 
found to be the highest as 78% and 0.80, respectively. The highest 
accuracy for classification algorithm are achieved on Sentinel-2 data 
as the spatial resolution (10 m) and temporal resolution (5 days) are 
better than that of Landsat 8 (30 m, 15 days). The sugarcane maps 
of the areas (village and taluka level) prepared can aid in further 
development of Decision Support Tools (DSTs) which can estimate 
acreage, predict the yield of the sugarcane, aid in growth monitoring 
tasks and can eventually help farmers in better farm management 
and thus, maximizing the profit.
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